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FOURTH REPORT
PRIVACY AM) MEDIA INTRUSION 

National Heritage Committee has agreed to the following Report:

:m m a  .

...... itic society must be an open society. A society cannot be open unless
mplete f  edom of spe«h ^  subject oMy to tte very minimum of restrainte r e S  
•Ic, to defpia ion. the strong up of racial and religious hatred o b s S n i ^ S  

, „ , ■ions of natsooal serarity. I t e  freedom of speech must be available to individuals
, publications. There camot be a free society

all

m uvmum or speech must be available to individi
" publications. There cannot be a free society without a free press

to say and print whatever we like does not, of course, mean that we must 
avail ourselv^ of unbridled licence to say or write whatever comes into 

itmaygivetofellow^citkeik. Most of us 
......■' we W  that (subject to the
■ free society should not be a society which to order tn iThfw? -!

;.. ...t.. civilised discourse. ^

rtheless, a free society requires the freedom to nr .t.
It to those in authority, whether they be members of toe
f Parliament local COTncillors. or puMc S S s  Ministm,

■ ‘ 'sons in autooritv is unnece.«an/  ̂? antagonism
. . jledicnt of a democratic “.... .. . . . . .   ̂ °  ™  preferable to collusion between the press

. . .  a democratic society therf»  ̂ .
' d to prevent toe public beine piven * to privacy as well. That

h r S ^ o j X *  fa^ la iS eT  l”  ‘r - “ “ cfar
■ ■ .he diar; column of a broads! eet o“  o S S '

™Ws'OT®ht'“ l.Te'’“‘T  with the ordinary
■ ..........................  except as a viewer^lLlf contact with the

the media di«p often tn e- listener or reader; but who suddenly becomes
ni her control, such ^ I Z i t o g  '

■ ■ i S b o c ! ^ S ? f " ’T *"^’ “  »“ ‘donal disttess^K what

■ ' ■ ■ harm oV iiT cS fp em " .̂ . ““

S"oant2SL*aS'puM teTt^^^^ Persons prominent in public life, too. Those 
■dy. politicians, churchmen  ̂l a d i Z  ®r *ey  are members of the

■ : S r f i n , ^ i  o f hdsiness!
s persons At the samp expect the identical right to privacy as

... :  r , . -  her o c c n X  « 0 P °«  ^

. . .  Minister must havf’d S % J f ,! r ? r e ^ ! ^ '  r S ' . i "

■ , . ■“ hut it K I- * L ™ f involve itself to the merits or
■■ e o fu ® that the public rtnpJ }T^*®\** believes to be necessary. So while the

' '■ ■' 'Wly ^  aancellor of toe

: ■' ■ V ■ hL tramactions. While it Is a S S
■ 's involved in an ̂ dulterof^  ̂ of the royal family or a

affair, the Committee does not believe that the
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public has the right to know the contents of such a person’s intimate conversati 
of his or her sexual activity. satioas or tl

i  balance is needed between the right of free speech and the right t 
iittee s view is that at present that necessary balance does not exist and in th f

8. A
CommitteeCommittee s view is that at present that necessary balance does not exist and in « f , 
reconmends action to achieve it. The Committee does not believe that this haiaf 
should be achieved by legislation which imprisons the press in a cage of legal 
that reason rejwts those proposals in the recent report by Sir David Calcutt whirt 
such a cage. The Committee would be deeply reluctant to see the creation c

'MDts aimed solely and specifically at the press or the broadcast media Tt 
.mt or, as the Committee prefers to cal! it, voluntary restraint, is by fai- th.

such a cage 
legal restraints 
self-restraint

H
n H

■

the Committee prefers to cal! it; voluntary restraint; is b j f e  the

. Th® Comimtt^’s proposals for safeguarding and, indeed, where necessary 
right of the mrfia to speak and write freely are part of a set of recommendations v 
^  a package; if any of them is to be implemented, then in the Committee’s vi«w 
should be implemented. ”

^  W; In this Report the Committee sets out these recommendations, with its arg '

®  Government action to extend the right of access to information.

(ii) Enactment of a Protection of Privacy Bill.

(iii) Enhancement of voluntoy regulation by the press through the strengtha 
Press Commission (which the Committee recommends should su 
Complaints Commission) and its Code, and expansion of the Co

(iv) The creation of a statutory Press Ombudsman, as a back-up to . •
' role.

1 1. The Committee does not claim that these recommendations will of themselves eni 
and once and for all, solve the problems of freedom of speech and protection of pri’ 
open society. The Committee does believe that its proposals offer the best chance j 
create the kind of balance that should be achieved in a society that foster '
debate.  ̂ ' '

II. THE INQUIRY

12. ^The National Heritage Committee was set up in July 1992 to examim 
administration and policy of the Department of National Heritage and associated public bodies 
md similar matters within the responsibility of the Northern Ireland Office. Its remi 
including broadcasting, film, the arts, museums and galleries, libraries, sport, tourism, heritage, 
the National Lottery and regulation of the press. The Committee has alreadj •
Reporte on the Export of Works of Art* and one on the National Lottery* and
inquiries into the Price of Compact Discs, English Heritage and the Future of tt 
also conducted a long and very detailed inquiry into the subject of this current Report -
and Media Intrusion.

I® October 1992 the Committee announced its decision to undertake <
Privacy and Media Intrusion and invited written submissions. As the Cornu 
developed, it found that the main concerns expressed by witnesses and in public 
to the conduct and regulation of the press. Accordingly, this Report from paragraps 
onwards deals mainly with matters relating to the press. , :

H
m

■

HH|
MB

m

WBm

‘First and Second Reports from the National Heritage Committee, Session 1992-93, HC 249. 
^TMrd Report from the National Heritage Committee, Session 1992-93, HC 389.

ncing its inquiry, the Committee emphasised that its first and fundamental 
behalf of private citizens and that it would therefore particularly welcome 

n individuals affected by media intrusion. The Committee also stressed that 
pecific consideration to the use of invasive technology.

■ ■ received over 120 responses to its invitation to submit written
■ ' - eluded submissions from organisations representing people who,
ve been affected by crime, accident or illness, have sometimes also become 
edia and most, helpfully of all, letters from individuals who have themselves 
' ■ ' cessive media interest or intrusion. The Committee acknowledges
e contribution which all these submissions have made to its inquiry.

. memoranda which the Committee has received, including all those 
ence is made in this Report, are published as Appendices to the Minutes 
• ■ ' Others have been reported to the House and will be available for

[embers in the House of Commons Library and by non-Members in the 
e.* In due course, the papers will be deposited in the House of Lords Record 
y will remain available for inspection.

littee has also held eleven sessions of oral evidence during which it has taken 
venty-two separate groups of witnesses including representatives of both the 
roadcasting media. In addition to the private meetings which often preceded 

ee’s formal sessions of oral evidence, the Committee has held a further 10 
. section wiA its Report.® A complete list of witnesses is given on

Committee is grateful to everyone who submitted oral evidence but 
ticulai- to thank the Lord Chancellor, the Rt Hon the Lord Mackay of Clashfem 
nee he gave and M. Jacques Vistel, a member of the Conseil d’Etat in France! 
tee also wishes to express its special thanks to those witnesses who had been
■ ■ intrusion for giving evidence about their experiences. Their

■ ■' ™atic experiences in order to help to ensure that others did not
■ ■ ■ ly impressed the Committee.

VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES

■ i of the Committee visited Washington DC and New York Citv to 
USA to deal with intrusions into individual privacy and 

Phuo w  " '' provisions of the First Amendment, which
■S to fra. .peech and freedom of the press, and the various torts of infringement

■ '■ Committee held discussions with the Freedom Forum First
m  rnmml. . ®P®rters Committee for Freedom of the Press, the Federal 

- ' "1 br Victim A Transactional Records Clearinghouse, the National
stance and the National Security Archive. The Committee also 

. . ■, f ' ’ Congressional Quarterly’s Guide to the US Supreme
_  ̂  ̂ « l o r  at Law and author o f ‘Sanford’s Synopsis of Libdm^

«  The ®f Washington Post, and Mr Jurek Martin from the
th Mr F i o t f S m  New York City where it participated in
^scholar in  ̂ “  Uahill, Gordon and Reindel, Dr Leonard

. _. -emationd communications. Freedom House, and Mr Allan Siegal
orurn Media Times. The Committee’s final meeting was held at

^bidies Center at Columbia University.

------------------------------ -- ------ — ................................  .......... .

, ,  ̂ House but not printed, see p li.
to the Report, see page xliv. The fall Minutes of Procedings will be published
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20. The Committee would like to record its gratitude to everyone who gave so g« 
of their time, experience and expertise in arranging and implementing its programme.
to them, the Committee gathered a great deal of information about, as well as some 
tangible, though no less valuable, insights into, the situation in the USA. These hav. 
great value to the Committee in drawing up its Report.

BACKGROUND TO THE INQUIRY

2 1 . In July 1989, the then Home Secretary announced the establishment of an Inc 
Privacy and Related Matters (hereafter referred to as the Calcutt Committee). The Cc 
which sat under the Chairmanship of Mr (now Sir) David Calcutt QC, was given the 
terms of reference:

"In the light of the recent public concern about intrusions into the private 
individuals by certain sections of the press, to consider what measures 
legislative or otherwise) are needed to give further protection to individual pri>

. the activities of the press and improve recourse against the press for the i 
citi2en, taking account of existing remedies, including the law on defamation a 
of confidence; and to make recommendations."*

22. The Calcutt Committee reported in June 1990.’ In essence it recomm

(i) three related criminal offences of unwarranted journalistic intrusi

(ii) more extensive court reporting restrictions in criminal cases;

(iii) that a statutory right of reply should not be introduced at all ; '
infringement of privacy should not at present be introduced;

(iv) the establishment of a non-statutory Press Complaints Commission to . - 
Press Council; and

. (v) that if non-statutory press self-regulation failed to work, a sta 
handling complaints should be introduced,*

23. The Government welcomed the proposed criminal offences in principle, subjed 
consideration of the formulation of the offences and the scope of any defence. I 
Office subsequently informed this Committee that this consideration had id< 
difficulties and that Ministers had therefore concluded that, before it was decide 
statutory regulation was necessary, it would be more appropriate to defer fina
of the matter until the end of the period which the Calcutt Committee had recommenc 
be given to the press.®

24. The principal thrust of the report’s recommendations was the establii 
Complaints Commission (PCC). In response the Home Secretary said that Tf a 
commission is established, the Government will review its performance after is j  
operation to determine whether a statutory underpinning is required. If no ste  ̂  ̂
set up such a commission, the Government, albeit with some regret, will proĉ
a statutory framework." The press accepted the report’s recommendation ...■ ■
established to take effect from 1 January 1991.

®HC Official Report, 5 July 1989, col JS5.
’Report of the Committee on Privacy and Related Matters, Cm 1102. 
* Appendix 1.
®Appendix 2.
*®HC Official Report, 21 June 1990, col 1126.

THE NATIONAL HERITAGE COMMITTEE

rdancs with the undertaking given in June 1990, the Government announced in 
na’dd Calcutt was to conduct an assessment of the effectiveness of press self-

consider wheU.er:

.. arrangements for self-regulation should be modified or placed on a statutory

, ■ ■ . . . .

measures may be needed to deal with intrusions into personal privacy by the

. • led his Review of Press Self-Regulation,*’ hereafter referred to as the 
' ,, -V, in January of this year. His overall conclusion was that press self-regulation

' ■' .''.ss' Complaints Commission had not been effective and that the press would not
■ changes which would be needed to make the Commission the truly

, -,. ■, Handing the confidence of the public as well as the press, that it should
, ' , ■  amended that the Government should now introduce a statutory press 
' . V . '  ,he model of that described in the original Calcutt Report.

■ ■ ■■ jcommended that the three criminal offences proposed by the Calcutt
■ 1  specific forms of physical intrusion should (with modifications) be ■ 

er with a civil remedy designed among other things to enable action to be taken 
ilication. He recommended, as well, that further consideration should be given 
ction of a new tort of infringement of privacy and to the use or amendment of

legislation in the fields of data protection, interception of communications and non-identification 
. nmary of his recommendations is published with his oral evidence.*’

■•retary of State for National Heritage, in a statement to the House responding to 
Sir David’s recommendations,*'* "accepted the case for new criminal offences to deal with 

of physical intrusion and covert surveillance and agreed to give further 
consideration to some of his other recommendations on privacy and the use or amendment of 
' ■ ■ ■_ ■ Vith regard to his main recommendation ~  that a statutory press

■' ■ • ■ lid now be established — the Government took the view that this raised
lore difficult issues which needed to be weighed carefully. In coming to a final 

B account of the conclusions of this Committee’s inquiry into Privacy
■ s well as the debate surrounding Mr Clive Soley’s Freedom and 
of the Press Bill.

h the National Heritage Committee’s inquiry ran parallel for several weeks with 
\  ‘ ‘ ' ■ icutt’s review, its remit, as explained above, was somewhat wider. The 

.' . ^  with all forms of media — not just tiie press -  as can be seen from
■' ' 'idence it received. The Committee also had two ftmdamental and

■cerns: the privacy of private citizens and the use of invasive technology.

- inquiry into media intrusion as it affects private citizens the Committee took 
id \  a yictims of media intrusion which, though resulting from very different 
' , ■ .ar in its effects.*’ The Committee also received several written

■ ' '  victims. The evidence at times proved revealing and very disturbing.

' . '' whom the Committee received evidence were the widows of two
3n murdered by terrorists in Northern Ireland. One of these murders 

 ̂ ' press Code of Practice had been drawn up and implement^. The
' ce after the Code had been implemented, but there appeared to have

News Release, 9 July 1992.

on 14 t' '4 Jajiuaiy 1993, cols 1067-9.
• ■ i; 626-686.
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been no improvement in the conduct of some of the press representatives with whom a 
soldiers’ families had to deal. Despite the provision in the Code which states ■■ .
involving personal grief or shock, enquiries should be carried out and approaches made 
sympathy and discretion” the press started telephoning at 11 o’clock at night and kec 
phone going all night.” The family was also subjected to persistent doorstepping.”  ̂
in what seemed to the Committee to be a callous and totally unacceptable breach of Sie 
as well as more general canons of decency and compassion, the new widow, having w '  
persuaded to give an interview in order to reduce press pressure, was aske< 
accompanying photographer to "look like a grieving widow".” Lord McGre •'
Chairman of the Press Complaints Commission, later referred to other complaints t
harassment made by the wives of RAF personnel who were serving during the Iraq ' -
PCC, he said, had put a stop to these in c id en ts In  another case of whic ■ 
was told, a victim of a civilian bombing incident had had journalists poking camera '
his letterbox.^* From other submissions, the Committee received complaii 
by photographers, persistent telephoning and doorstepping.“

32. One matter which has been very much in the Committee’s mind during its inqi . ■■■1 < -
difficulty for people faced with an unprecedented and traumatic situation in dealing •
press. From one of the servicemen’s widows, the Committee learned i
contribution made by her visiting officer in shielding her from at any rate son
actions of certain journalists.^ From the Metropolitan Police, the Committee
steps taken, when a police officer is killed or injured on duty, to give all possible su] .
guidance to the relatives.^ The Committee believes that these are very
and that they should serve as an example to be followed as widely as poi

33. The Committee also received considerable evidence^ about the intrusr
effect of constant telephoning by the press. The Committee notes the re 
telecommunication services to provide service interception or to change numbers wl .
intrusion occurs and believes this facility should be brought to the attentic
might need it, perhaps through a prominent note in telephone directories and • 
procedures of the emergency services.

34. The Press Complaints Commission,^ as well as the individual newsp; ■ 
whom the Committee took evidence, referred to the small number of complaints 
received about press behaviour. In the eighteen months from January 1991 to June 
PCC received a total of 2069 complaints of which 148 alleged infringement i 
privacy,^ 27 of the Code on harassment and 42 of the Code on intrusion into grief c

35. The Committee is far from convinced that the number of complaints mi ■
reflection of the number of breaches of the Code. Many people probably remain un 
the existence of the PCC or the industry’s Code of Practice. Others may feel 
having to make a complaint in writing and the absence of a hot-line may m ' 
practical terms for private citizens to make their complaints at the most effective mo) 
addition many people, as our witnesses made clear, will feel reluctant to prolong the .

the  national heritage committee

'^Evidence, p 73.
” qQ 163; 216.
” q Q 216; 218.
” q  183.

392.
240. .

“ see also QQ 725; 657;604. 
“ q  166.
^Appendix 26.
“ see, eg, QQ 657; 163; 216; 
“ Evidence, p.54.

■

H«scribed ot

... , ivt and they may also consider that as the PCC has no power to award 
’. however heinous the offence, there is no point in adding to their stress bygonipensauon, u -

■' ■ ' which may contribute to the relatively low number of complaints is that 
unlike the Press Council which preceded it, is generally unwilling to deal with third- 
iplaints.  ̂ Nor, despite the Calcutt Committee’s recommendation that the PCC 

" . 3de of Practice, has it been sufficiently assiduous in conducting such 
. 'hich neither accepts the generality of third-party complaints nor fills the

■' - ■ :ts own press monitoring does not seem to the Committee to be entitled
tn claim that "there is unequivocal evidence that self-regulation is now working effectively.

. es that the body of potential justified complaints is considerably greater
ctual number. Even if It were not, just one case of a photographer climbing a tree 

at a private funeral in order to get a picture or one instance of journalists besieging a school 
pils following a rape would be unacceptable. As the Committee has Iramed to its 
30 have not been isolated incidents.^

- ■■ the Committee was impressed by a statement made to it on its visit to
New York by Dr Leonard Sussman.®* "A new element should be added to all the older ethical 

ill it compassion. Many journalists argue that this is not their concern ~  just 
the facts is their responsibility, they say. But public rejection of some American 
.. ■ . ■ ' from just such criticism, however expressed in public discourse. Lack 

: . ! base of many journalistic problems with privacy, uncouth methods and
I allure to recognize or sympathize with the plight of news subjects can 

and misleading journalism."®®

m  TRIBUNAL OR VOLUNTARY REGULATION? .

[lough agreeing with Sir David that the Press Complaints Commission as at present 
■■ ■■ 1 is not an effective regulator of the press, the Committee rejects his conclusion that 

5 now inevitable. The response of the PCC®® and the Newspaper 
" ' ■ i®̂ in now supporting a majority of lay members on the PCC suggests

wid m perhaps premature in concluding that the industry, in setting up the PCC, had 
. ' '• ' epared to go. The Committee welcomes this indication that the industry

ne flexibility in developing the concept of voluntary regulation. ' •

' , ■ 5 is most reluctant to support the introduction of a statutory press
.amts tribunal. Unless future events show such a tribunal to be utterly unavoidable, the 

ftepres it would be far preferable to rely initially on voluntary regulation by
1 he Committee does not therefore recommend that a statutory press complaints 

aould be established. Its alternative proposals are set out below. The Committee 
■ ■ however, that it will be monitoring the effectiveness of the system it 

' ■ if it concludes that this system is not being operated effectively,
" ■ it will return to the subject during this Parliament.

submissions which the Committee has received about the proposed new 
to specified types of physical intrusion and covert surveillance?®

’ ■ ..‘'*® grounds that the offences would be directed exclusively against the
wrong to direct legislation against a particular group. The Committee

PP 186-199.

28 Appendix 56.

ew y j |^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ , conununication, Freedom House; Adjunct professor, journalism and mass
y- ■
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agrees. The Committee is against legislation that would apply to the media
with one exception, against legislation that would restrict the press alone Its ® ^
recommendations on these matters are discussed in detail below. ' ^

III, THE WAY FORWARD

41. In the Committee’s view, press regulation has three aspects. The Committee’̂  
to the situation, and its proposals to deal with it, similarly are in three parts TV 
concerns access to information. /  ...."

i A c c e ss  to information ■

A 1 ?® Committee believes that in a democracy everyone, including the press shou
the right of access to mformation. The Committee’s proposals in part seek to ^  
regulation of the press more effective and in part recommend legislation ~ pot a iS
press or the electrons media, specifically, but applying to every pe?soo k  the land
orsuSdn^JedevS^^^ ^  necessary, punish, imacc

43 / a e  Committee is aware that such measures, which it regards as desirable in t 
wOTld be even more welcome in a society that had become more open. In questioning i 
particutoly in the Unitrf States, the Committee has been persuaded that the pn 
information to the media would assist those sections of the press, radio and t 
ar^e  that they would prefer to cover more serious topics but are denied sufficient infer

44. Tke Committee does not delude itself that any journals which serve to the . 
that includes a disproportionate amount of triviality and malice would suddenly be iransfermed 
overnight into serious investigative publications. Nevertheless, it believes tha 

information, at present restricted or withheld, would of itself I
society.

February 1993 on the Second Reading of Mr Mar 
. Bill? the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster listed a series o:

actions by the present Government which have widened the channels of information. The 
Committee welcomes such progress but urges the Government to go consider ' 
extending the public s right of access to information. Any steps taken should of course 
due regard to national security, defence, law enforcement, commercial confidentialit 
personal privacy.

The Committee welcomes the announcement by the Chancellor of the Duch '
that there will be a Government White Paper before the summer recess.* It 
effective action to extend the public’s right of access to information shouh ' 
quickly as possible and certainly no later than the implementation of the 
other recommendations. '

a  Protection o f  Privacy -

The second aspect of the Committee’s approach concerns protection of ]
Committee recommends that a Protection of Privacy Bill, which will provii 
for all citizens and whose provisions similarly will apply to all citizens, should  
introduced. The Committee envisages a two-part Bill: the first part listing ■ ' 
offences leading to a tort of infringement of privacy; the second part specifying crii 
offences resulting from unauthorised use of invasive technology and harassm'-ii?..

48. Infringement of privacy will be the main civil offence in the Protection of Privacy 
This offence will include:

Bill-

■
1

*HC Official Report, 19 Februaiy 1993, col 606.

t h e  n a t io n a l  h e r it a g e  c o m m it t e e XJUl

. nd/or publishing harmful or embarrassing personal material or
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p |f e p ip h s ;o r  ' ^

,. , nd/or publishing private information (eg. medical records) or
' I , ■ without the permission of the person concerned or, where that person 

not in a position to give permission, by his next of kin; or

I • laccurate or misleading personal information; or

: .. ■ peace of another by intruding upon him, or persistently communicating

. tion to award compensation where an offence has been proved. It will 
to any of the civil offences that the act had been done in the public interest.

. ommittee’s proposed civil offence of infringement of privacy is the
. ■ ■ itiality. In 1973 the law relating to breach of confidence was referred

to the Law Commission. The Commission reported in 1982.̂  ̂ Attached to its report was 
aft Breach of Confidence Bill "to impose obligations of confidence giving rise to 

liability in tort on persons acquiring information in certain circumstances and otherwise to . 
.. , ■■■■.'■■ ■ id and Wales as to civil liability for the disclosure or use of information

■ ■ loses." The Government expressed support for the Commission’s 
but no legislative action has yet been taken.

ty of the Bar Council emphasised that the law of confidence already 
■ s providing protection against the misuse of personal information and

ing ftirther developed on a case by case basis As Mr Desmond 
Browne QC later clarified in oral evidence to this Committee it would "restrain the disclosure 
' ■ ' ■ • 'ion by way of a leak and ... restrain the publication of the contents of

private telephone calls."* The Committee believes that the scope of the current law of 
■ ' ■ ntial value of the Law Commission’s proposed Breach of Confidence

ffill has not been appreciated felly. It accordingly recommends that further consideration 
be now given to the introduction of legislation on breach of confidence as a valuable part

■ - iiposed Protection of Privacy Bill. '

?- mam criminal offences in the Protection of Privacy Bill will be directed at the 
unauUionsed use of invasive technology and at harassment. In the former category, the 

that the offences should be basically as set out in the Calcutt Review 
’ ■ ‘ hasise that the Bill is intended to apply to all citizens, the qualification

5 a view to publication" should not be included.

■ '3 the following acts criminal offences:

êillance device on private property without the consent of the lawful 
' ' ik intent to obtain personal information;

_ . ■ illance device (whether on private property or elsewhere) in relation
to who is on private property, without the consent of the individual

•' îth intent to obtain personal information about that individual;

or recording the voice, of an individual who is on private
■ ■ hout his consent to the taking or recording, with intent that the
■ " ill be identifiable;

.... ...... ..... ......... ....- .............Co * .
n i n  110, 1981, Cmnd. 8388.
pp 2  ̂ 2 March 1989, col 257.

Q2l, ’
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publishing of a recording or an intimate photograph of an individual taken wi 
consent; '

-  the buying, selling or retention of any recording without the p 
person on the tape; or of any material obtained dirough eavesdropp 
long-range cameras where any of the parties was aware that the*' mat

' procured through illegal means or suspected it to be so obtained; a - ■ ■
any recording or material so obtained even where no financial transai 
involved;

with the addition of a further offence of the deliberate interception of calls made c 
’phones.

53. The Committee also recommends the enactment of a criminal offence to 
harassment or besetting. The Calcutt Report drew attention to the potential of ' 
Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act 1875 in this regard.'" This makes ' 
persistently to follow someone about, to watch or beset a person’s house, business or \ 
or the approach to it, or to hinder a person in the use of his property wrong' ■ ■ 
legal authority, with a view to compelling him to do something he does not ■ 
original intention of the provision was to prohibit harassment in the course of 
dispute, but in the Calcutt Committee’s view it need not necessarily be so limiterl n 
that the offence could also cover besieging a person’s house or following him i 
place with the aim of making him give an interview when he does not wish to.

54. The Committee believes tEat this is a matter which deserves further cons 
accordingly recommends that the Government examine Section 7 of the 1875 A 
view to incorporating into the Protection of Privacy Bill comparable provis- 
relate to besetting and harassment in the context of unreasonable invasion of pri 
changing its terms to reflect altered circumstance since that date. These changes 
could include the need to curtail sexual harassment, noise pollution, etc. 
should also be appropriately updated.

55. It will be a defence to any of the criminal offences that the act had : 
public interet which would include:

-  for the purpose of preventing, detecting or exposing the commission • 
or

-  for the purpose of preventing the public from being harmfiilly mij 
public statement or action of the individual concerned; or

-  for the purpose of informing the public about matters directly affecting ■ 
of any public functions of the individual concerned; or

-  for the protection of health or safety; or

~ under any lawful authority. ' .

A prosecution for any of these criming offences will be brought only with the .....
Director of Public Prosecutions or the Crown Agent in Scotland.

56. In proposing its Protection of Privacy Bill the Committee recognises the 
differences in approach between both criming and civil jurisdictions in Scotian 
hand and England and Wales on the other. The Committee nevertheless recomniw ^

fm m
entering private property without the consent of the lawful occupant with 
obtain personal information;

m

41,
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' Bill, taking account of these differences where necessary, should 
Sttond »  « ! l  «  to England and Wales.

. I ,„iih the Committee’s concern about infringements of privacy and the use of
is its concern about the easy availability of such devices. A wide range 

f  “ npvices is advertised and catalogues are easily obtained. The Committee 
' ■ the devices that can be used for illegal eavesdropping can also be used

• '■ ; ..gitimate and innocuous purposes and that the selling of such devices
rnmmittee remains concerned, however, about their general availabUity. The 

" ■ ".. ■"! Commends that the Government should draw up a definition to cover the 
L  intrusive surveillance devices and should give urgent consideration to the 

; either licensing or registering such devices. In the Committee’s view it would 
nnrnnriate to consider how to restrict the sale of any item marketed as "for law 
Tnnlv" The Committee also notes that certain devices which are available for sale 
«7ntn/ i s  '"for law enforcement" are banned from sale to the general public in the 
trecommends that comparable restrictions should apply in this country.

• in recommending the introduction of a Protection of Privacy Bill, is
. . .   ̂ ■ I . me is prevented by lack of resources from taking action under it. The

ee therefore recommends that legal aid be extended to cover proceedings taken 
e Bill. The Committee is conscious however that there is a tort of particular relevance 

. ! which uniquely is not eligible for legal aid — that is, defamation. The
incellor pointed out that defamation had never been covered by legal aid and that no- 

one had yet felt able to provide the necessary resources to finance legal aid in defamation 
:ee recognises that there is pressure on resources but believes that it is
■iC from having access to justice solely because of lack of means, 

therefore recommends that legal aid be extended to cases of defamation.

ing its visit to the United States, the Committee discussed the content and application 
State laws relating to privacy. Several of the laws are reprinted as Annex 1 to this 

ve, the Committee also received evidence about the position in France 
d to protection of privacy. Article 9 of France’s 1970 law admirably expresses the 
e’s view on privacy, namely that "Everyone has the right of respect for his private 
Siis is a matter to which the Committee will be returning in later paragraphs.

60, In the recommendations which follow the Committee deals with voluntary regulation of 
his is because a voluntary system of press regulation already exists and the 

Committee is making proposals to strengthen it. A number of the recommendations refers to 
' ■ ■■ 5ts, for example, in identifying themselves to those whom they seek to

M

' ■ SIS, lor example, m lueuuiymg m  uiu&q waiuui mvj owta.
■ . r own forms of regulation for television and radio already exist, the

J nevertheless believes that the standards and modes of conduct which the Committee 
'' '■ for journalists writing for the press should be observed also by those working for

radio. "

smittee has already rejected the idea of a statutory press complaints tribunal. In 
"^lunta ’ ^'^y to proceed in dealing with the problems related to the press is through
effectiv̂  It is by means of such voluntary regulation carried out fairly and

' ' "■ ■ • ’SS can acknowledge its responsibility to its readers and the public at

■
-..
_.....
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I Editorial Responsibility

62. Voluntary regulation involves several strata of responsibility. The , 
responsibility. As a farther recognition of this responsibility the Committee rsconniiencl! 
editors’ contracts of employment should specifically require them to enforce the I 
Code of Practice'® and to accept the ransequences of any fundamental breachts?

I I  R e a d e r s ’ R e p r e s e n t a t iv e s  .

63. The second level of responsibility rests with the newspapers own readers’
Following publication of the Calcutt Committee report, many newspapers app< 
ombudsmen or readers’ representatives to take up the grievances of their readers. The Ma 
Trust conducted a survey into the responsiveness and effectiveness of this voluntary s' 
which demonstrated the difficulty of obtaining information about the newspaper ombudsii 
Although some editors responded positively to the Trust’s comments, many others die 
"The Mirror Group of Newspapers decided to dispense with the services of an ora
In other cases, editors thought it was sufficient to have a member of the r ■ ■ 
rather than an independent and unbiased individual not directly connected with 
dealing with complaints.'"*’

64. During its visit to the USA, the Committee was interested to learn 
W ash in g ton  P o s t ’s  Ombudsman operates. She is appointed on a two-year i 
renewable once. The contract provides for her salary to be placed in escrov 
provision prohibiting her future employment at the end of that term by the W a  
its divisions. The Ombudsman has a reserved space on the editorial page e
which she can write about any P o st or media issue. The column is not subject to edi 
control. ^

65. The Committee does not believe that the fail potential of an effective s 
representatives has yet been realised. Although the Committee ioM not wish 
that every newspaper should be required to appoint a readers’ representative 
recommend that all papers without one, and particularly those with sc 
circulations, should consider appointing an independent readers’ representative. The 
Committee is o  suggests that the newspapers which do appoint such repre ' 
consider following the practice of the W ashington  P o s t  m d  give their representative 
column free of editorial control.

III T he Press Commission

6 6 . The third tier of voluntary regulation relates to the functions currently ■
Press Complaints Commission. As the Committee discusses below, it recommend, 
wider role for the new body than that currently performed by the PCC. In s
role mirrors that which the Calcutt Committee recommended the PCC she 
example with regard to monitoring the Code of Practice, operation of a hot-1 ii 
of inquiries, but which the PCC signally failed to carry out. In others, and in panic ■  ̂ ; ■' 
regard to powers to compensate and fine, it extends the role somewhat farther than  ̂
originally envisaged by the Calcutt Committee. Further the Committee believes that to m  
the word ‘complaints’ in the title of a body suggests too restrictive a role and that there 
need to draw a clear distinction between the current regime and that which the C o ^  
recommends should be adopted. The Committee accordingly recommends that the 
replaced by the Press Commission. ■

67. The first decision to be made in establishing the Press Commission con
responsibilities. . The Calcutt Committee concluded that the PCC would be ' ...
freedom better if it concentrated on the maintenance of proper standards than if '

®See paras 82-93 below and Annex 2.
. . . . . .

H |

m

■ rinp overtly for press freedom.® The Committee does not agree. Lord 
aro îed *thM the best contribution that anyone can make at the moment to the

' '■ " ' ■ eedom of the press is to deal effectively with complaints about It to the
' linants."® The Committee believes that it Is m entlal that the F r m  

an should be charged specifically with the task of upholding press freedom.

onsibility which ought to be accepted by the Press Commissioa is the 
f eth-cjil standards. Success in discharging this responsibility can be measured 

.in te n t  of the Code which the industry adopts, and to which the Committee expects 
C o m a m io a  to make a substantial input, and by the degree of compliance with it.

•; . ibis responsibility is the duty to adjudicate on complaints. For fais
Htv to be fulfilled adequately, it is essential that access to the Press Commission 
MW that adjudications should not be delayed and that any redress should be 

Committee noted the steps which the PCC had taken to make Itself better known 
auch more quickly it had reached decisions than had its predecessor Press Council.^

' nittee hopes that the new Press Commission will continue to mamtam these improved 
■' ■. It recommends that the addr^s and telephone number of fee Pres Commission 
A „ neie describing the Commission’s operation should be published_by newspapers at 

reeular intervals. The Committee also recognises the importance of ensuring that people who 
amplain feel that the body to which they complain is geographically accessible. It 
recommends that the Press Commission should set up office In Wales and 

to handle complaints emanating from those arras as well as such regional ©fficra 
opriate.

■ h the need to respond quickly to complaints, is the requirement to emure 
fs are alerted speedily to any possible breaches of the Code. The Committra 
dy recommends that the Press Commission- should operate a hot-line. The

expect, and would not wish, this hot-line to be turned into a- substitute for 
urse to prior restraint. It would, however, enable an editor to be alerted to a possible 

problem and to take a more informed decision on publication.

' isibility which the Committee considers would fall suitably within the remit
■ sion concerns training. The National Union of Journalists has argued that

its are inadequately trained in respect of ethical standards ... More and more training 
-house and geared to the needs of particular employers rather than the profession is 

- ly conducted training could reduce the need in the future for the Press 
ion to adjudicate on complaints of press misconduct. The Committee believes that the 
ion could play a valuable role in ensuring that journalists are fally framed in the Code 

thics.

■ ■ jsponsibilities which the Committee believes should be specifically placed
Press Commission reflect its responsibility to the public as well as the press." The 
ee recommends that fee Pr«s Commission slioeM conduct research periodically 
iic attitudes to the press, fee effectiveness of the revised Code of ifractice, the 
 ̂J r  role in society and fee freedom of the press. The Committee rraommends 

 ̂ Commission should initiate Inquiries Into Issues of general public
•pdIIpi? ^perific Incidents and, where necessary, give advice on fee prindpte to be 
should 1 ^  a***̂***®**̂ ! responsibility which the Committra believes fee Press Commission 

that of monitoring the pres on a continuing basis. Only in this way will the 
5 able to judge whether voluntary regulation really is working effectively,

' fa is latter requirement is another responsibility which the Committee believes 
■ lission should accept. This is a willingness to receive and examine general 

®p5amts. Mr Robert Borzello, in evidence to tills Committee, attributed the major

QO 454-S
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reason for what he claims to be the failure of the PCC to its refusal in practli 
party complaints even when these involved dear breaches of the PCC’s 
Practice.® TTiis refusal by the PCC to accept third-party complaints
newspaper readers from the process of self-regulation. The Committee believ--' ‘ .
readers have a valid locus in making complaints about perceived breaches o A C  r 
therefore recommends that the new Press Commission should receive and ®
party complaints which wlii allow for the public Interest in a pm s of hi.,;!:.. ..
accommodated. • ■' ' ..

73. By initiating inquiries, monitoring and adjudicating on third-party coiiro!«mti 
Commission will put itself in a strong position to develop a body of case law which 4  
guidance to the press and be used when considering similar complaints l i e  Ct 
attaches importance to this and hopes that this will lead ultimately to an absoiut«"ral 
the number of breaches of the Code. ' : -

74. A further responsibility of the Press Commission again relates to Its duty 
1  IS essential that, where factual errors or brioches of the Code have occur 
Commission - should be able to order the publication with ' ' '
adjudications and of a eorrectlon and appropriate apology.

have oc.'
due pre

75. The two final responsibilities which the Committee believes ought tc 
Press Conmission have a financial impact. The first of these relates to 
pmpemation.  ̂It seems to the Committee unfair that where a complaint has 
is nothing available to the complainant between an apology and expensive
Courte. The Committee accordingly recommends that the indiistry shoi 
powers of the new P rm  Commission to allow it to require the pajmenl ©f eomi 
^The press is of course su i gen eris and cMnot be compared precisely with anj 
in the realm. Nevertheless, payment of compensation to an aggrieved person 
has^been confirmed after investigation would not be a unique or iinprscedr 
Solicitors Complaints Bureau, for example, can order an individual s 
compensation of up to £1,000.® In the area of non-statutory Ombudsr ■ 
Ombudsman® ,̂ and the Insurance Ombudsman,® can order the payment of 
up to £ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 ;  ̂ '

76. The second of these responsibilities relates to the power to fine. Wh 
blatant abuse of the Code has taken place, it seems inappropriate that the body cha 
examining and adjudicating on the case should have no powers to fine the offei
The Committee gave serious consideration to the established methods of self-re 
professions where fines are levied on associate groups or even individual 
judged to have brought their profession into disrepute. Bar disciplining tribunals, for 
already have the power to fine barristers up to £5,000 which is payable to their 
byelaws give a Lloyd’s disciplinary tribunal the power to fine;® and a Famil 
Authority may withhold up to £500 from a practitioner’s salary without '
Secretary of State. • ■

77. The Committee can see circumstances in which the Press Commission 
that a newspaper or journalist could be alleged to have reduced public confide: 
publishing and might wish to impose a fine on such a publication. If the Press Comn 
to exercise as much voluntary regulation as possible, it should be able to pre-i - 
complainants to resort to the Ombudsman, and have the power to impose its own 
penalties on those newspapers which it judges have brought joumalisin into dssrepi 
decision on whether to take such action should of course be a matter for the Pr
The Committee therefore recommends that the industry should increase the powers m

^Evidence, p 187.
53
54

Appendix 51. 
Appendix 50. 
'Appendix 45.
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(mmission to allow it to impose fines where it judg« that a breach of the 
‘ractice is such as to have brought journalism into disrepute.

. j recognises that any imposition of a financial penalty must carry with it 
. ■■ ■ :ing alleviation from that penalty. The Committee is therefore proposing

! parties involved is not satisfied with the outcome they should have the 
a re-examination of the case by the Press Ombudsman, see paragraphs 9 4  to 107

■■ mission’s composition is crucial to its effective operation. The Committee 
the acceptance by the PCC of the idea that an absolute majority of independent lay 
lesirable to underline to the public that the PCC is independent.® The Committee 
it is equally desirable for the new Press Commission to have a majority of lay 

- ■■ of the current PCC are appointed by a Commission of three comprising 
, the Chairman of Pressbofi® and an independent Public Nominee, nominated by 

• i.. ■ ■. 'f; V :The Committe recommends that appointments to the Pr«s
should be entrusted to the appropriate representative bodies of the industry 

■' ' ■' ‘ing such appointments, they will have regard to the need for appropriate 
• ■ - len and the ethnic minorities on the Commission as a whole and for the 

le an accurate reflection of the nature of the industry .

if its Chairman should bb a matter for the Press Commission The 
ee would expect, however, that the choice would rest on a widely respected public 

>le experience of media and public affairs.

, 'ond emphasising that it is essential that the Press Commission should be
■ _ lerform its tasks, the Committee does not recommend any change to theysterfi, « ' ■ j & w uuv

■ ictice lies at the heart of the operation of the Press Commission. In the
■ oust ^so he at the heart of all Journalistic activities. The C o m m itte e  

> e  th a t compliance with the Code of Practice should fee made part of
or wor'rwiH of employment and that every freelance should be told that his

accepted unless the material has been obtained in compliance with

p r o l^ id e lS S ^  suggested to the Committee that there is a need for journalists to
. S f l f  “  interview and that it would be helpfol if copies of the

that an interview or photograph was being sought.®' 
dentitv nprf « that ail journalists should be required to provide
mitteealsorif®**^ of the Code to those they seek to interview and photograph.

. .: *®™™ends that consideration be given to printing copies of the Code 
it are used by significant groups In this country.

. considered in parallel the Code originally recommended by the
this adopted by the industry. Both Codes are reproduced

' ort, together with the Committee’s preferred Code of Practice.

J te t e d  in te i r e S p j  discuss in detail all the amendments which it has
ni' _ will concentrate on those areas in which it believes the Code■ . . ,  out W ill  concentrate on those areas in which it believes the Co.

' *'**‘st of these concerns the need to recognise a zone of privacy.

;-3;359̂ 1.
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99. The office of the Press Ombudsman should be faaded the 
to toatof toe L^al Services Ombudsman, who operates in many respects'^ rel 
p r o f ™  as the Coiiw,(!« would expect the Press Ombudsmi t ? < S 5  '
j o u r i i t e .  it will be for the Press Ombudsman to decide how m m w  s S h t ' . ^  
to  fulfil has functions and it is essential that he be given the funds het reodrS  to 
number of staft and to operate as he judges necessary. ’ '

primary responsibility will be investigation of como 
to the Press Commission whose outcome was not satisfactory to one of *
TheOmbudsman wil! also have the right to consider complaints which fee r
S f  t o l i f r  to mstitote investigatlom where
made. In this he will operate wife the same discretion as Is enjoyed by fee A n h t  Cn 
to undertake or promote the studies or investigations it considers approL^te 
recommends that a suitable « rly  wo«W
responsiMBties a proprietor has in relation to the newspapm over whS“£ 'ta ,° liS !

101 .J h e  Comirfttee recommends that the Press Comoiissioo should make is 1
S w  part*e? to a complaint of Its decision, also to Isiform feen /offS -

^right to appeal.to the OmbudsmaE If they are not satisfied with an adji'isllcation m l  
recommeEdatioa about compensation or fee level of a fine. The Committee also hones Aa!

^formation about fee Ombudsman co«
Office and of the circumstances m which he will deal wife a complaint. ' ’ ■

fimetions fee Ombudsman will require ceraln powers. ' 
These ar. not greater than those which fee Committee has already recoiamefir̂ '̂d should be

”  require toe publication of worrections, retractions or apologies and, where aopropriate to
S ftton?  wording The Ombudsman should also have the power to require fes 
position m a newspaper should, have fee prominence he considers necessary. The Cemmitte'

J r ®  Ombiiiisiiiaii be giv« the sfetolorf pow« to 
supervise the wording, position and formal ©f eorrectloiis, apologia and retraelloi;

corrections and apologies Is the right ■ f  
invnivpJcVvniri'K"^ ^ breach of the Code. Mr Borzello suggested feat the pe
„ • Kv* k every tisie,'^ The Committee agrees feat respo
serious breach of tlie^Code extends beyond the jouraalist or photographer, to fee editc

Commlitee accordingly '■rscommeEds ihs '
Ombii&men slioiild have statofory authority to  pablisfi with aa adjudication wheGever he 
am te  It appropriate, the names of those mpousibl© for a serious breach of the Code.

104. TOe Ombudsmm’s next statatory power relates to fee oavmeiit of compensation where 
appropriate to biose affected by breaches of the Code or to re-enforce fee Press Commisi 
recomeBdatioas^ with regard to compeesatioa where the offending newsnaber faj
pay. Jae  Committee reco-mmeiids that the P r & s  Ombudssiaa be given statutory sothoritJ _ 
to order the payment of compensation. ^

105. We fourth power concerns fee right to fine publications responsible ft 
persistent breacaes of fee Code of Practice. The Committee believes that fee s
mpose a fisana^ penalty should rest with fee Press Ombudsman, as it would w 
Commissmn. The Committee aecordingly recommends that th e  ¥ r m  O m budsm an  be 
given statutory authority to Impose a fine.

106. Nothing in the Committee’s proposals Is intended to abrogate fee right o ■ '■
to seek legal redr-sss.’ Nor did fee Lord Chancellor feiak feat a waiver of their right to . 
tegai recourse was necessary. -I would have thought it might be possible to get a 
Ombudsman whom the organs, of fee press would be prepared to respect and hope that

■
H
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1 give satisfaction to both sides and, therefore, feat fee cause of action 
'ouid not have thought It was ^sential to have an arrangement under

S^S?necessarily agreed in respect of cases at fee outsrt.

■ iirinilttes recommends feat the Pr«s Ombudsman shotiM be required 
Pesort to Farllaraenl which, ike fee Commltte® for the ParllamMtery 

‘ for'AdHilHistratton and Ms reports, the Committe Intends formally t® 
L rommittes recommends consequentially aa amendment to Its terms of 
Indud® s provision similar to feat for fee Sel«i Commltte &a the

73,O S&B !7» 1̂ 1

X ;  ASnistmtfon and Ms reports, the 
Committee recommends consequentially

|nd«& s provision similar to * -  
; - Issloner for Adnimistraiion.

V The High Court .
Tal element In the Committee’s proposed system of regulation is fe© High Court 

rwmmencis feattwhere .a newspaper refiK® to pay a fine or compaisatioii 
the P r «  Ombudsman, fee Omteisman sIiohM be able to seA 

it 1. b« paid. Simihriy, where .  hewspeper dissent, from the
OmbSdsman̂ s cledsion, it sbouM be entitled to ask the Court t© discharge fee order.

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1 0 9  In opening its Report, the Committee re-affirmed its belief that there cannot be a ffee 
society without a Iree press but stressed also its conviction that a free society should not be one 

hibit its freedom, dispenses wife civilised discourse. The Comniittee 
recogised the need for a balance between the right of free speech and the right of privacy and 
in this Report has recommended action to acliisve such a balance.

no. The Committee’s recommeodatioES are sammarlsM below;

le steps taken by the army and police when a serviceman or police officer is killed 
wounded on duty to give support and guidance to the relatives are very usefel
■ ■ and should serve as an example to be followed as widely as possible.

(ii) A statutory press complamts trlbimal should not be ^tablished. (Para 39) •

ctioE to extend fee public’s right of access to lEformation should be taken 
as possible and certainly no later than the implementation of the

■ ■ ’s other recomn3,eadations. (Para 46)

00 of Privacy Bill, which will provide protection for all citizens and 
■ visions simllariy will apply to citizens, sliould now be introduced, 

'ara 47) ■; ■ '

. defence to any of the civil offences In the Protection of Privacy Bill tliat 
■ i been done In fee public Interest. (Par-a 48)

Further consideration new be glvea to the introduction of legislation on breach of 
i®nfidence as a valuable part of the Committee’s proposed Protection o f Privacy
-Bill. (Para 50) r

Government examine Section 7 of the 1875 Conspiracy and Protection of 
'™perty: Act with a view to Iricorporatiag into the Protection of Privacy Bill 
^mparable provision as they relate to besetting and harassment in the context of 
unreasonable invasion of privacy and changing its terms to reflect altered 
circu|nstances since that datk These changes possibly could Include the need to
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curtail sexual harassment, noise pollution, etc. 
appropriately updated. (Para 54)

The penalty should

(viii) It will be a defence to any of the criminal offences ■ in the Protection of Pri
; that the act had been done in the public interest. (Para 55)

(be) A Protection of Privacy Bill, taking account where necessa^ of the 
differences in approach between the criminal and civil jurisdictloi

■ in England and Wales, should apply to Scotland as well as to England an
• (Para 56) ■

(x) The Government should draw up a definition to cover the most po .
: surveillance devices and should give urgent consideration to the desirabili^

licensing or registering such devices, ffara 57)

(xi) Certain surveillance devices which are available for sale in the UK as 
enforcement" are banned from sale to the general public in the USA, Co 
restrictions should apply in this country. (Para 57)

(xli) Legal aid be extended to cover proceedings taken under the Protection o 
Bill. (Para 53)

(xiii) Legal aid be extended to cases of defamation. (Para 58)

(xiv) Editors’ contracts of employment should specifically require them to er 
industry’s Code of Practice and to accept the consequences of

■ breaches. (Para 62) , '

(xv) Although the Committee does not wish to recommend that every n
be required to appoint a readers’ representative, it does recoiranend that all p 
without one, and particularly those with substantial circulations, should

 ̂ appointing an independent readers’ representative. (Para 65)

■ (xvi) The Press Complaints Commission be replaced by the Press Cona

(xvii) The Press Commission should be charged specifically with the ' 
press freedom. (Para 67)

(xvlii) The address and telephone number of the Press Commission and
the Commission’s operation should be published by newspapers at regular

 ̂ (Para 68)

(xix) The Press Commission should set up offices in Wales and Sc 
complaints emanating from those areas as well as such regii 
considers appropriate. (Para 6 8 )

(xx) The Press Commission should operate a hot-line. (Para 69)

(xxi) The Press Commission should conduct research periodicity into public a
■ the press, the effectiveness of the revised Code of Practice, the press s ,
' In society and the freedom of the press. The Press Co^ission^ sao

inquiries into issues of general public concern or into specific i x i
■ necessary, give advice on the principles to be applied. The Conum.>  ̂

have the additional responsibility of monitoring the press on a conti 
(Para 71)

(xxii) The new Press Commission should receive and examine third-psrtyc 
which will allow for the public interest in a press of hig 
accommodated, (Para 71)

(xxiiO
errors or breaches of the Code have occurred, the Commission should

■ ■. i e r  fiie publication with due prominence of Its adjudications and of a
; ■ and appropriate apology. (Para 74)

Tho industry should increase the powers of the new Press Commission to allow it 
to require the payment of compensation, ^ara 75)

increase the powers of the new Press Commission to allow it
■ ; ;  fu d g e s  that a breach of Code of

. -ht journalism into disrepute. (Para 77)

- . , , *nts to the Press Commis^on should be entrusted to the appropriate 
.. Live bodies of the Industry (Para 79)

rnmniiance with the Code of Practice should be made part of eve^ Joumdist’s 
' . '  ■ . ^mptoymeiit and every freelance should be told that his or her work will
; ;  . epted unless the material has been obtained m compliance with the Code.

(Para 82) :
Alt ini.rnilists should be required to provide proof of identity m d  a copy of the 
Code to "those they seek to interview and photograph. Consideration should also be 
“ vfn I  of the Code m other languages that are used by stgmfieant
groups in this country. (Para 83)
, tion of an individual’s ftmdamental right to an ^ea of privacy should be 

after the introduction to the Code of Practice, (Para 86)

■ All references in the Code to '‘anti-social conduct’ should be deleted because of the
difficulty of definition. (Para 87) '

Neither victims of sexual offences nor their relatives should be identified, nor 
. r done to enable "jigsaw” identifications to be made. (Para y  )

ss should not identify relatives of an accused person when identification is 
I put at risk their physical or mental health or security. (Para y i )

: The Press Commission should assist in the training of journalists in use of the Code
' ■ ice. (Para 93)

■ ' ■ ry Press Ombudsman should be appointed. (Para 97)

' ■ ■ ;s Ombudsman be appointed by the Lord Chancellor in consultation with the 
Lord Advocate. (Para 98)

- ■■ e early investigation by the Press Ombudsman would be an examination of 
what, responsibilities a proprietor has in relation to the newspapers over which he 
has control. (Para 100)

The Press Commission should make it its practice, when informing the parties to 
a complaint of its decision, also to inform them of their right to appeal to me 

' '  ■' man if they are not satisfied with an adjudication or a recommendation 
■' ■ mpensation or the level of a fine. (Para 101)

Tile Press Ombudsmen be given statutory powers to supervise the wording, position 
and fonaat of corrections, apologies and retractions, ^ a ra  10 2 )

■" ' SSS Ombudsmen should have statutory authority _ to publish with an
' lion whenever he thinks it appropriate, the names of those responsible for

a serious breach of the Code. (Para 103) ^

:
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(xi) The Press Ombudsman be given statutory authority to order tli 
compensation. (Para 104)compensation. (Para 104)

(xli) The Press Ombudsman be given statutory authority to impose a fine. (Pai ,

(xiii) The Press Ombudsman should be required to make an Annual Report to P- ; . „  
which, like the Committee for the Parliamentary Commissioner for Admi 

: and his reports, this Committee intends formally to comider. The C 
' recommends consequentially an amendment be made to its terms ■, t ' 

include a provision similar to that for the Select Committee on the Parli 
' Commissioner for Administration. (Para 107)

(xliii) Where a newspaper refuses to pay a fine or compensation which has bee 
by the Ombudsman, the Ombudsman should be able to seek a Court order 
it to be paid. Similarly, where a newspaper dissents from t  ■■
decision, it should be entitled to ask the Court to discharge the order. (P

t h e  n a tio n a l  h b m t a g e  c o m m it t e e
sxva

L I

isJSX$ '

of privacy if, except in t e  exaention of a public duty or
. ■ l a w .  he intentionally: •t S r £ i b y  law, he intentionally:

, . nrnnertv with the intent to overhear or observe any

oTevents in fta, piace; or

C loaaiis or a s a  outside a ' h n S T r ^ ^ ' L  ampiif^ng or
, ; o*S5 ing“ i  «  place which would no. ordinarily be and,hie

f comprehensible outside that place.

2. As used in this section, "private p lace^m ^^  public or a
e safe from surveillance but does noi inuu r  
■ dp has access.

■ rivacy is a Class D enme.

11AMA^1222- ^

u a a s i  Right of privacy; * ^ ! ^ ’ 'J3^ ited 'b y S t S S - V l S  2M U  S  25- 
K o i!  L K  . I S  P«o”  a legal - m V  i» 1 -e even, of violation of

.

Invasion of privacy; exploitation ® ftat exploits a
5cs; sllupilons; not applicable. Any P®  *’ ndvertising or commercial purposes 
-person, name, picture, portrait, or personidity for |

■■ ■■ for inv^ion of privacy. The provisions of this section sMi not app y

Tlie publication, printing, display,or use p a S  my bona fide
printed, broadcast, telecast, other news f  £[vertisement having a current or

or presentation or non-commerci^ likeness not used for commercial 
historical public interest and when such name or iikenes
advertising purposes;

■

--g- —

'file use of such name, portrait, photograph, irticles
resale or otlier distribution of literary, musical, or artist p of his or her

■ ■■■ -ise or property when such person Ae kMal
■ ■ ait, phSograpi or likeness on or In

‘ ■ ■■ ■ thereof so long as such use does not differ ma Y ’
■ '■ ■■ ■ ■ im that authorized by the consent as fairly construed; or

'■ ‘ ;raph of a person solely as a member of the public 
d or otherwise identified in or In connection with the use of such p gt P

3.
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86. The Committee was told Is the USA ttiat la that country tliere Is a general tec 
of an individual’s right to an area of privacy. This point was also made by 
Michael.® The Committee agrees that an individual does have such a right. it u 
recominends that recognition of this fuEdameatal right should be liT'erted a 
Introduction to Its suggeted Cod® ©f Practice. BH

87, The other mam area in which the CommMee considers Aat the Ccxl® oug 
amended is that relating to anti-social conduct. The Coiniaitie® recommeuds 
referencs In the Code to ^anti-social conduct^ shouM be deleted because ef |  fe |
®f definition. The concept of anti-social conduct opens too wide a loophole 
decisions by the press as to what such conduct comprises.

8 8 . One area about which thi Committee holds strong views is that <... 
journalism. The Committee is concerned about payments made for tipoffs and infon 
any level and believes that this practice should be discouraged. It believes that it would be' 
useful if newspapers made it their practice to indicate the stories for which pay 
information had been made.

89. Payments for information may also lead to an invasion of privacy. In a He 
debate on NHS Patients: Privacy and the Media,® one of the issues raised conce 
giving or selling of confidential information to the press. The Parliamentary Under-; 
of State at the Department of Health, in replying to that debate, agreed it was necessary to 
ensure that both employees and journalists who bought or divulged confidential inf 
were brought to account.® The Committee hopes that similar restraint will be obi 
other sensitive occupations and that stricter observance of the Code and its 
Privacy Bill will help to achieve this.

90. While recognising that there may be many occasions on which it is u 
a newspaper will wish to approach people suffering personal grief or shock 
people speaking of their experiences is cathartic, the Committee is very concerned 
approaches should not be intrusive and that any refusal to talk or be photographed is t 
The Committee was impressed in the USA by the National Organization for Victim As; 
proposed media Code of ethics for dealing with victims of crime or trauma to encorage 
contacte to be conducted with sensitivity and discretion. The Committee is aware of tl 
made by the police to reduce the trauma of rape victims by using specially ti ' ' 
the Committee’s view, journalists’ approach to people in extreme distress should b 
careful. The Committee believes that newspapers should make every effort to have at least oa®^,.*•' 
reporter who has been specifically trained in this area.

91. The Committee is also very aware of the distress that can be caused «' 
families when sensational cases are re-enacted or crime stories retold, eithe= ' 
media or in print. The Committee agrees with the views of Victim Suppoi 
at the very least the families or individuals concerned should be warned in •

92. In the section relating to victims of crime, the Committee has
neither victims of sexual offences nor their relative should be identified, na 
anything be done to enable "jigsaw" Identifications to be made. The Conuni  ̂
recommends that the press should not Identify relative of m  accused pers  ̂ tt-
Identlfication Is likely to put at risk their physical or mental health or s

93. As the Committee acknowledges above, the content of the Code and its of
lie at the heart of the satisfactory operation of the Press Commission. Much o» me - 
the implementation depends on the whole industry’s commitment to it. Part of tins 
can be encouraged by a fuller understanding of the meaning and importance ‘

62,'Evidence, p !5 and QQ 79-80.
®HL Official Report, 29 June 1992, cols 624-638. 

% id., cols 636-7.
“Appendix 24.

64

t h e  n a t io n a l  h e r it a g e  c o m m it t e e m

•ecommends that th e  Press Commission should assist la the
in its us..

. budsm an

idpnee to the Committee the former director of the Press Council argued that 
® fJtinn of d e  press has to be and be seen to be, a partnership of the press and 

Committee agrees. The preceding paragraphs of this Report emphasise 
viction that voluntary regulation of the press is the best way to 

' , important to ensure that the voluntary regulation the Committee
'work " The Committee believes a bulwark should be provided against any 
. ihe Press Commission operates or in which newspapers and periodicals

! •: ■-‘dications.

Ittee has sought information about the Ombudsman systems established by 
ver areas both of the public sector and the private sector, and include the 

ffiLentary  Commissioner for Administration and Ae He^th Service Commissioner.® the 
at Ombudsmen,® the Pensions Ombudsman® and the Legal Semces 
ts investigations convinced the Committee the Ombudsman system had a 
lay in the context of press regulation; the Committee was thus interested to 
Lord Chancellor had also been attracted by this idea. He described the 
;m which had now been developed in a number of different industries as "a 

■ particular cases, particular occurrences."

ittee has decided that a regulatory level is needed beyond that of the Press 
- satisfied with the outcome of an investigation, or whose complaint 

investigation, needs some further accessible and effective recourse, 
his could best be provided by an Ombudsman. The weight of his or 

lid be in direct proportion to toe succks or failure of voluntary regulation. The 
fill that voluntary regulation turns out to be, the less the need for recourse to the 

thing would please the Conimittee more than that self-regulation by toe Press 
successful as to render toe role of the Press Ombudsman a sinecure, 

as response to complaints is concerned. -

! had decided that the appointment of a Press Ombudsman would best 
ensure toat voluntary regulation worked, it gave thought as to whether the 

lid be statutory or non-statutory. The Lord Chancellor did not make any 
in this area but he did concede that "If it is a voluntary one, it would be 

; of toe media were willing to give access to some of their documents 
information ... [they] would be required to be willing to co-operate 

■ As the Press Ombudsman would be called upon in general only 
igulatioK had proved ineffective, this for the Committee proved a convincing 

avour of a statutory Ombudsman. The Committee therefore recommmds that 
" ®̂y Press Ombudsman fee appointed. ’

mbudsman, the first decision to be taken is how he or she should be 
s Committee recommends that the Pr«s Ombudsman be appointed by. the 
or in consultation with the Lord Advocate. The right of nomination should 
me including the Press Commission, journalists, their unions, their editors and

H ii» i
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